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Action Notes of Meeting
Finance, Resources & Risk Committee
Tuesday 12 October 2021 at 6.00pm

Present:
David Harrison (DH) — Chair
John Beighton (JB)
Jill McLaughlin (JMc)
Sarah Beagley (SB)
Alan Streeter (AS)
Amardeep Panesar (AP)
Yaszmin Akinde

Also Present:
Karen Tumbridge (KT)
Hilary Furey (HF) — Clerk

Agenda
No

Action

1. Apologies and Consent
Apologies had been received from Denise McCarney, Natasha Ratanshi
Stein and Zaleera Wallace, and consent given. The Chair welcomed Yaszmin
Akinde as a new member of the committee.

Clerk

2. Election of Vice Chair
This item was deferred to the next meeting. Clerk

3. Declarations of Interest
No interests were declared.

4. Review/ approval of Terms of Reference
It was agreed that more members across schools was required for the
committee, and the Terms of Reference were approved.
Action: Clerk to seek additional members Clerk

5. Minutes and Matters Arising for 4 May 2021 and Extraordinary meetings
of 21 and 24 June 2021
Minutes of the F,R&R meeting held on 4 May 2021, had been circulated in
advance and were Agreed, and would be signed by the Chair.

Minutes of Extraordinary F,R&R meetings held on 21 June and 24 June in
respect of Beacon High and Vittoria organisational change proposals, had
been circulated in advance and were Agreed, and would be signed by the
Chair.

Matters Arising
There were no matters arising from these minutes that are not addressed
on the agenda.

DH

DH
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KT reported a positive in-year variance of £104k, mainly due to a refund of
overpayment of insurance over a 10-year period to the value of £100k, and
said that the budget was on track in August. Delays in implementing the
agreed organisational change proposal had impacted on teaching costs,
and there had been additional expenditure on some tutoring and Covid
testing, as well as costs incurred due to one member of staff on long term
sickness absence. There are potential savings in energy costs due to the
pool being closed and KT reported that works would be carried out over
the coming weekend, however dry-side lettings will remain open. The 57
Afghani refugee students will bring additional income into next year, and in
this year they will be entitled to free school meals, there is also the
prospect of £4500 per pupil for costs in this financial year. However AS
said that voluntary redundancies will take effect in January 2022 and that
the school was in a difficult situation in taking on 57 additional students
with no extra staffing, JMc wanted to know how the school would be
impacted by issues with food deliveries and cost inflation next year on
energy. KT said that the school was working with Chefs in Schools on an
affordability model. The school had not been hit by supply issues yet, and
would not generally increase school meal prices in-year, particularly as
they are substantially below the average costs in Islington, but will consider
for next year. AS confirmed that the school is still offering Breakfast Club,
funded through Pupil Premium.
Action: Catering to be discussed at the spring term F,R&R meeting.

KT/Clerk
Copenhagen
KT reported a negative in-year variance of £10,310, half of which was for
cleaning and caretaking costs related to COLPAI which had not yet been
received by the school. KT has made it clear that this must be paid within
the current financial year. Outstanding income is due to invoices having
been sent by LBI to the City of London Trust rather than to the City of
London Corporation. In total, income of £228k for lettings and from
COLPAI is expected. Additional expenditure has been made available for
(TIPS staff training to the end of the current academic year. In response to
a query, KT said that changes to formula factors should see more positive
trends in future years and that the LA recognise that so many schools have
had to set deficit budgets for the next and future years. AP confirmed
that two teachers at the top of the pay scale had been replaced by more
affordable staff - one Early Career Teacher and another young, less
experienced teacher, and the School Business Manager had not been
replaced on the same pay scale, and said that pupil numbers were roughly
similar to the previous year.
Action: KT to provide an update at the next meeting.

KT/Clerk
Vittoria
KT reported an in-year deficit of £3,034 due to the changes in personnel at
LBI causing a delay to works, now arranged for October half term, and that
it was a struggle to control expenditure at Vittoria, and consideration was
being given to how to draw in additional income. Current pupil numbers
stand at 177, up by two pupils on the previous year, and DMc had met
with unions today to discuss the consultation on organisational change
proposal which ended today.
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EGA
KT reported an in-year surplus of £16k, predominantly due to savings
made by changes to staffing, and some monies had been allocated to IT,
and there are no concerns. SB confirmed that chromebooks were working
well, and that savings had been made on photocopying charges and
replacing IT suites. Teachers are now back in their own classrooms and
laptops had been purchased to enable staff to work more flexibly, and
new interactive white boards were working well.

7. Update on Beacon High FM contract (task group)
KT reported that work had been delayed by the LA but is now being led
more proactively, and some works had taken place during the summer
holiday period. AS reported that he had met with Penny Barratt of The
Bridge and that an agreement was being explored whereby Beacon High
would take responsibility for facilities and invoice The Bridge, and KT
confirmed that the borough is in support.
Action: KT/AS to provide an update at the next F,R&R Committee. KT/AS

8. Update on Deficit Recovery Plan for Beacon High
A meeting had been held last week with Debbie Stevenson, Head of
Schools Finance at the LA, who was more positive about census numbers
on roll of 436 pupils, including Afghani refugee students. AS confirmed
that open evenings and mornings had been more positive and was hopeful
that this would translate into applications for admission, which had
increased by 18 since September. KT reported that the Egyptian School
will return to Beacon High after half term and that more community
groups had shown an interest in renting facilities.
Action: to keep a watching brief. F,R&R

9. Update on Business Case for Tri- School Model
AS reported that The Wing is open and the pre-apprenticeship Hub will be
developed over the current year, however any Post-16 opportunity
depends on having a partner and this is currently on hold.

10. Update on Afghani Refugee students at Beacon High
AS reported that on-rolling had now been completed for 57 Afghani
refugee students to meet the census deadline, 46 of whom are from the
City of London and 11 from Islington, with Islington confirming that funding
of £4.5k per pupil is available. While City of London has not confirmed this,
students have been provided with Free School Meals and uniforms and
City has committed to paying for chromebooks. Winchmore Tutors,
currently employed by the City of London, have been contracted to work at
Beacon High with the students, as well as a Pashto-speaking TA sourced by
KT, and costings have been made for Educational Psychology and other
support.

AP reported that, following enquiries by three Afghani families with 8
children, 4 of whom had British passports, she had been unable to speak to
the Islington Admissions team about offering vacant places in Years 2, 5
and Reception and would need to give an answer tomorrow.

11. Premises, and Health & Safety Reports (including Covid 19-related
expenditure)
KT reported that netting had been fixed to catch any falling material at
Copenhagen and that she was working with the Premises Manager to
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arrange for work on collapsed drains at the school. In terms of Health &
Safety walkabouts with governors, which 1Mc and DH had done in the past,
it was proposed that this be reinstated and KT confirmed that there is a
legal requirement to do this every year, and that it had been done as part
of Covid Risk Assessments.
Action: agreed that Headteachers would ask for volunteers from their
respective school committee members and KT would facilitate walkabouts
and share a template.

HTs/KT

12. Cleaning Contract/Procurement
KT reported that the contract was still with Islington Procurement but that
the tender was being published on 1st November, as a national open
tender. KT advised that bids could be made for either one or both
primaries and that the tender period was 1 month. Notice has been given
to the existing cleaning contractor and KT had been assured that there was
sufficient time to get paperwork out in order to have a preferred supplier
i n place by January, which would mean a tight turnaround time for TUPE
purposes. In response to a query, KT said that the only timetable within
the national tender procurement document is for questions with a
deadline of 27 November 2021, and that the Council will publish it on the
school's behalf.

It was noted that given the value of the contract, in line with delegated
authorities, the procurement was subject to Governor review and approval
but that no arrangement had been put in place for the Governors to carry
out this role. The Governors would need a report on the tenders
received, the assessments and the recommendation. As the next F,R&R
Committee meeting is scheduled for 6 December 2021, it was highly
unlikely that there would be sufficient time for analysis by the Council and
the school team, for recommendation and consideration by governors.
Further, given the school holidays it seemed unlikely that the necessary
consultation could take place to achieve the proposed 4th January start
date. In response to questions, KT said that the decision would be based
on 50% pricing, 30% on quality and 20% on social value. In response to
questions, KT said that contractors can apply to have a site visit, and that
Sara Archer, Business Manager at Vittoria, Talitha Innes, Business Manager
at Copenhagen, and KT as Senior School Business Manager for the IFF, will
be invited to attend the opening of bids on 3 December 2021, with any
above the cap of f265k being eliminated.

Action:
KT to review the timetable for the decision making and the start date. It
was agreed that an extraordinary meeting of the F,R&R Committee may be
required in order to make a final decision.

SB raised areas of concern around levels of cleanliness at EGA, with work
not being carried out by Equans in the summer holidays and, despite
meeting with the LEP and premises manager, nothing had been actioned,
adding that there is a groundswell of feeling throughout other schools in
Islington as a result of similar challenges. SB had arranged a further
meeting with LBI and the LEP whose manager was unwell and did not turn

F,R&R
Cttee

KT
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up to the meeting. KT said that the next step would be to take this up with
the funders of the building who lease the buildings to the Council for a 25-
year period (EGA is currently in its 9th year), and that she had received
emails from COLA HG and Highbury Fields suggesting that a collective
complaint be made. AS said that there were no problems with site
cleaning at Beacon High. JMc suggested that it would be good to engage
with the issue at a higher level.
Action: KT to pursue with the Council and update committee members.

13. Federation Risk Register
While each school has its own individual Risk Register to cover local issues,
the Federation risk register is an overarching document for escalation of
issues that cannot be managed by individual schools and it was suggested
that it was a useful document, and one which was very common within
organisations, which could be reviewed by the F, R&R Committee. JMc
noted that the risk register should inform the Federation Development
Plan, and budget decisions. JB advised that he would familiarise himself
with the document and would discuss this with Headteachers.
Action: it was agreed that Policies and Procedures should be added to the
document, and JB would bring it back to the next F,R&R meeting.

JB
14. Governors Allowances Policy

It was noted that the policy be amended to apply to all schools within the
Federation and that there should be no barriers for governors to
participate. SB proposed that chromebooks/devices could be made
available to governors or associates who may not have a device to read
papers or remote into a meeting, and it was agreed that this information
should be made known as part of the induction process. AS confirmed that
some laptops could be made available at Beacon High.
Action: Clerk to amend policy (remove printing and include digital access). Clerk

15. Federation Update (standing item)
The following points were noted:
- casual staff, eg an invigilator from EGA was working at Vittoria, had been
set up to be shared across the Federation, and noted that Copenhagen and
Vittoria share a SENCO
- JB's meetings with SLT and school committee meetings had been useful in
helping him to think about the focus for each, and he will attend next
week's Achievement Committee
- SB proposed more consistency across the Federation around the
exclusions process and governors' involvement in panels
- JMC requested that a training line be added in budgets for development
of SLT and governors, with SB's suggestion that appraisals be used to
identify key focus and training across the federation and that experience
and knowledge across the Federation should be used, for example, in pre-
Ofsted training
- CPD - AS reported that 8 members of Beacon High staff have signed up for
a range of NPQ courses which are free to all schools across the country this
year, with a second round beginning in February 2022. SB reported that 20
EGA staff are completing NPQH training.

JB

16. Confidential Items
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Two matters were discussed and are reported in separate confidential
minutes.

17. AOB
KT reported that the Federation had been approached with a view to
negotiating on a proposal to convert the Premises Manager's house at
either Copenhagen or Vittoria to foster housing. Committee members
agreed that they were willing to consider options.
Action: KT to ask for further information and to bring to the next F,R&R
meeting. JB to lead.
Next Meeting: Monday 6 December 2021 — venue to be confirmed

Signed as a true and accurate record of the meeting

Chair's signature C- .A

Chair's name
\ '"I` \\N---e-.... 3

Date
Vc,, t 12.A 7.2.4
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